
Figure 1.
$5, Manhattan
Bank, Manhattan,
Ohio. Printed by
Rawdon, Wright
and Hatch, New
York (Haxby
OH-260- G44).
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U.S. Obsolete Notes
howS	 Spanish Coins

BY BOB SCHREINER

S PANISII COLONIAL COINAGE GREATLY INFLUENCED that of
the United States. Our dollar was modeled in great part on the
Spanish dollar—or 8 reales—and the Spanish coins themselves were
legal tender in the United States until 1857.' The image of a Spanish

colonial coin is not uncommon on United States obsolete paper money. It
appears on notes from at least 21 different states,' and it was used by a number
of printers. Perhaps the printer who used the image for the largest number of
states was Rawdon, Wright and Hatch, one of the precursors to the American
Bank Note Company. The great respect paid to the Spanish dollar and its
widespread familiarity may have led note designers to include the coin image
to bolster the notes' apparent worthiness.

Almost invariably, though, only the reverse of the Spanish colonial coin was
used for the image. Figure 1 (below) shows a note from Manhattan, Ohio, that
depicts five 8 reales. The coin's obverse, or portrait side, was used on a few
obsolete notes from Canada (Henry's Bank is one), but I am aware of an
obverse used only once on a U.S. note, the one shown in Figure 2 (opposite).

The 12'/2-cent note, dated Sept 11, 1837, is from the George Hatie "coin
note" collection auctioned by R.M. Smythe & Co. in February 1998. Hatie
wrote about obsolete paper money depicting coins in a series of articles
appearing in The Numismatist.' There, he described this note as from New
Bedford, Massachusetts, although the Massachusetts identification does not
appear on the note. Because the signature area has been cut off (probably a
form of cancellation), there is little else to tell us the origin of the note, except
a very small imprint across the right margin, reading "Sold at Valentines 50
John St N.Y."
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The note clearly depicts the obverse of a 1773 coin of Carolus III. The
crude reverse image of a 1-real coin lacks the usual mintmark that would tell us
the coin's country. However, the assayer's initials are FF, consistent with a
Mexican issue, but not with the date 1773. The assayer's initials for that year
for a 1-real coin are FM. In the image, the denomination is indicated on the
reverse as 1 R, for "one real," the equivalent of 12 1 /2 cents, the note's value.

Why would coin reverses be relatively common, but obverses rare? We can
only speculate:
• Americans had a dislike for royalty stemming, from our British colonial

experience. Note designers would not choose to put a king's face or name,
both appearing on the coin obverse, on an American note.

• The obverse had the date, usually much earlier than many of the notes' issue
or due date. Designers may have been concerned that the coin's earlier date
might be a sign of the note's obsolescence, and hence bring into question
its value.

• The obverse of the coins changed when there was a new king. The reverses
stayed invariant except for occasional mintmark or assayer's mark change.

• The coin's denomination is on the reverse. In the images used, this usually
was consistent with the note's denomination.

Readers are asked to share information about any other United States obsolete
notes that depict the obverse of a Spanish coin. 	 •

Bob Schreiner's interests include the influence of Spanish colonial coinage
on United States money. He collects U.S. Obsoletes that depict Spanish
coins, issues that are the topic of an exhibit on the World Wide Web at
http://www.unc.edu/—rcs/scoan/. Schreiner can be reached at P.O. Box 2331,
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2331, E-mail bob_schreiner@unc.edu .

' See America's Foreign Coins, by Oscar G. Schilke and Raphael E. Solomon. The Coin
and Currency Institute, Inc., 1964.

= Alabama, Connecticut, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maine,
Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Mississippi, New Jersey, New York, Ohio,
Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia and District
of Columbia. There may be others.

"Illustrations of Coins on Obsolete Paper Money." The Numismatist, April and May
1975, with a supplement in December 1981 and January 1982.

Figure 2.
New Bedford,
Massachusetts,
12 1 /2-cent scrip
depicting the
obverse of a
Spanish coin.
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